
Outer Planet Positions Throughout 2010 

 

 

 

Jupiter 

Jan 1 Jan 18 June 6 July 24 Sep 9 Nov 19 Dec 31 

26º � 22’ Enters � Enters � 03º � 24’� Re-enters � (�) 23º � 30’� 26º � 25’ 

 

Saturn 

Jan 1 Jan 14 Apr 8 May 31 July 22  Dec 31 

04º � 30’ 04º � 30’� Re-enters � (�) 27º � 50’ Re-enters �  16º � 37’ 

 

Uranus 

Jan 1  May 28 July 6 Aug 14 Dec 6 Dec 31 

23º � 05’  Enters � 00º � 35’� Re-enters � (�) 26º � 40’� 26º � 56’ 

 

Neptune 

Jan 1  June 1  Nov 7  Dec 31 

24º � 35’  28º � 42’�  23º � 55’�  26º � 42’ 

 

Pluto 

Jan 1  Apr 7  Sep 14  Dec 31 

03º 	 19’  05º 	 25’�  02º 
 47’�  05º 	 18’ 

 

Chiron 

Jan 1  Apr 20 June 4 July 21 Nov 6 Dec 31 

23º � 07’  Enters � 00º � 59’� Re-enters � (�) 26º � 04’� 27º � 34’ 



Major Planetary Aspects & Eclipses 
 

Jan 15: Annular Solar Eclipse, 25°	02’, conjunct Venus 

Jan 31: Saturn square Pluto 04º 21’�/	. Second of 3 such squares, final one in August 2010 

Feb 17:  Chiron conjunct Neptune at 26°�14’ 

Mar 10:  Mars Direct at 00º � 17’ (Rx since Dec 20, 2009) 

Apr 26:  Saturn opposite Uranus at 28°46’ Libra/Aries 

May 23:  Jupiter opposite Saturn  at 27º�53’ Pisces/Virgo 

June 8:  Jupiter conjunct Uranus at 00º �18’ First of three such conjunctions 

June 26:  Partial Lunar Eclipse at 04º 	 50’ 

July 11:  Total Solar Eclipse at 19º � 24’ 

July 26:  Jupiter square Pluto 03º 24’ Aries/Pluto. 1st of three such squares, final one in Feb 

2011. 

July 26 to Aug 11: Cardinal T-Square (Jupiter, Uranus, Saturn and Pluto within 3º orb) 

July 27:  Saturn opposite Uranus 00º 27’�/�. Last of 5 such oppositions (first in Nov 2008) 

Aug 3:  Jupiter square Pluto at 03º13’ �/	. 2nd of three. 

Aug 21:  Saturn square Pluto at 02º 56’ �/	 

Sep 19:  Jupiter conjunct Uranus at 28º � 43’ Second of three. 

Dec 21:  Lunar Eclipse at 29º  22’ 

 

 



Outer Planets Through The Signs – The Context 
 

JUPITER IN PISCES (January 18 – June 6): Compassion, peace, spirituality, religious leadership, 

retreat, reflection, pause, addictions, lack of boundaries, flooding(?) 

SATURN IN LIBRA (except April 8 to July 22): Rising divorce, new divorce laws(?), mediation, 

conflict resolution. Increase in wealth gap (according to R. Merriman) 

SATURN IN VIRGO (April 8 to July 22): Anxiety, health crises, focus on details, NHS crises, 

hard work, work-related stress. Increase in wealth gap (according to R. Merriman) 

URANUS IN PISCES (except May 28 to Aug 14): Technology continues to get smaller, quantum 

computing, invisible surveillance, new species created in laboratories, electricity generated from 

wave power and offshore wind power, sea-level rise, tsunamis. 

URANUS IN ARIES (May 28 to Aug 14): Unrest, freedom-fighters, personal liberty, fight for 

human rights, individualism, pioneering, charismatic leadership, new beginnings, technology 

integrated with the body, wearable technology, revolution. 

NEPTUNE IN AQUARIUS (throughout 2010): Continuation of theme (since 1998) of glamour of 

personal technology, continuation of theme of linking up humanity ever more closely - global 

sharing, global interactivity, user-generated content, social spaces, myspace, facebook, youtube etc., 

wireless networks, democratisation of fame. Watering down of culture, ‘reality’ tv. 

PLUTO IN CAPRICORN – (2008-2024). Restructuring of world economy, shifts in global 

economic power, abrupt end of period of unending expansion. Pragmatic concerns – the world 

economy, climate change, food and energy demands. Moving on from fundamentalism as the main 

cause of world concern. New model of prosperity, not based on short-term rewards but long term, 

sustainable growth. Transformation of nation-state model and creation of larger political-economic 

blocs. 

 

 



MAIN POINTS OF 2010: 
 

SATURN/PLUTO SQUARE (early January to end of February, peaking Jan 31
st
. Also August, 

peaking August 21
st
) 

Extreme cold (re Bernard Eccles’ workshop a few years back, which included a technique for 

forecasting the weather), intransigence, political oppression, deadlock (and concentrated efforts to 

break it), the possibility of resolving longstanding problems, untangling difficult issues, gloom, 

negativity, pessimism, fear, hardship, the need to keep faith. Conflict between people and 

corporations, or people and governments. New economic realities causing hardship in society. 

Resistance to new economic order. 

CHIRON/NEPTUNE CONJUNCTION (Mid January to early May, early July to end of year) 

Healing of social divisions, healing (including medical intervention) via the internet, spiritual 

healing, remote healing, mass healing, hopefulness, working with dreams and intuition. 

SATURN/URANUS OPPOSITIONS (Mid April to late May (peaking April 26
th
), late June to 

early August (peaking July 27
th
)) 

Old order passes away, and new order takes over, but not without conflict. Financial and economic 

upheavals. Conflict between �� conservatism (fearful, abides by rules, focuses on details) and �� 

reform (visionary, compassionate, inclusive). Contrast between fear and rule-bound attitudes vs 

trust in the universe, visionary leaps of imagination and taking off into the unknown. The last of the 

5 conjunctions, in August, takes place in Libra/Aries, leading perhaps to a more direct confrontation 

between individual freedom (Uranus in Aries) and laws, norms and conventions (Saturn in Libra). 

JUPITER OPPOSITE SATURN (mid to late May (peaking May 23
rd
), mid to late August 

(peaking August 17
th
) 

People vs leaders, low point of 20-year economic Jupiter-Saturn cycle, touch choices between 

expansion and contraction, or spending vs saving, moral and ethical dilemmas, positivity vs 

negativity. 

JUPITER/URANUS CONJUNCTIONS (late May to mid June (peaking June 8
th
), early 

September to early October, peaking September 19
th
)  

Innovation, technological breakthroughs, rebellion, revolution (particularly June), individual action 

vs leaving decisions to politicians and corporations, excitement, desire for social and political 

change. 

CARDINAL T-SQUARE (late July to mid-August) – Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Pluto 

Social tension, stress, rebellion, revolution, civil unrest, protest, personal breakthroughs, resistance 

to social control or dictatorship, those in power struggling to maintain control. 

PLUTO IN CAPRICORN (Nov 2008 until 2024) 

Major corporate shake-ups affecting banks, large institutions, global brands, major corporations. 

Nation States, Capitalism, Money and Authority all in for a shake-up. Abuses of power as 

hierarchies resist transformation. Transformation to a sustainable and just economic order. 



SUMMARY: 

A year full of challenges, change and stress on the world level. So many outer-planet squares, 

oppositions and conjunctions in one year is unusual, and shows the importance of 2010 as a 

potential turning-point on the road towards a more sustainable, peaceful and equitable world. The 

potential for healing in all areas of life is ever-present, and keeping faith with the larger spiritual 

and human picture will help us all avoid the pitfalls and anxieties that inevitably accompany large-

scale change. 

The Cardinal T-Square in the summer offers the potential for us all to take action in a personal way 

to make the world a better place, rather than relying on leaders, politicians and corporations to do it 

for us, and also to liberate ourselves from fearful, limiting and outworn mindsets. 


